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**Last Christmas**

whimsical -- light-hearted and humorous

option -- choice

elaborate -- to talk more about something, to give more details

comprehensible -- understandable

rom-com -- short for “romantic comedy”

**Fireborne**

oppressive -- holding down freedom and opportunity

serf -- slave who is required to stay on a particular farm

intriguing -- inspiring curiosity

**Some Places More Than Others**

heritage -- traditions that are part of a person

bittersweet -- combining laughter and tears

**Science of Pixar**

modeling -- creating models to be shot as full-sized

rigging -- setting just the right lighting and shot angles

rendering -- turning a photo of a model into a 2D or 3D image for an animated film

**Vocabulary Word Search**

This week’s vocabulary terms are hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them?
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